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None of these poets, except Shaikh *Ali Etazin, achieved any lasting fame ;
one was Aqa Taqi Sahba, who was also Nadir's court physician, but he
seems to have been as mediocre in the field of poetry as he was in that of
medicine.
If we exclude Lutf CAH Beg (who did not begin the compilation of the
Atash-Kada until thirteen years after Nadir's death), the two chief literary
figures of the day were Mirza Mahdi and Shaikh IJazin, of whom more
will be said in Appendix III.
Nadir seems to have had but scant liking for literature, yet, unlettered
though he was, he was one of the two most generous donors to the library
of the Salin of the Imam Rida at Mashhad, to which he presented 400
manuscripts.1 Further, it must not be overlooked that it was at his orders
that the Ta'rikh-i-Nadiri was written, and that he also commissioned the
Indian poet Muhammad 'Ali Beg to compose the poem known as the
Nadir Shah-Nama? The only poet for whom Nadir appeared to have
any regard was Irlafiz, but it is possible that his interest in the famous
ghazals may have been confined to the drawing offals or auguries from
them.
In the construction of towns and buildings Nadir was much more active.
Mention has already been made of his building of New Shamakhi, Nadir-
abad and Khivaqabad, of his additions to the shrine of the Imam Rida
at Mashhad, and of the erection of his maulud-khana at Dastgird and his
treasure houses at Kalat. Shiraz benefited for a time at his behest, and
it was not his fault that most, if not all, of his improvements were undone
in consequence of Taqi Khan's revolt. He did practically nothing for
Isfahan, but at Qazvin he erected a new palace, of which Hanway has
given a description. At Ashraf, in Mazandaran, he built a palace known
as the Chihil Sutun, which Sir William Ouseley has described and depicted
in his Travels.*
Whilst Nadir was at Delhi, he had several portraits of himself painted,
one of which an Indian named Ghulam MuhiVd-Din presented to
Richard Benyon, the Governor at Madras in March, 1740.*
There are two portraits of Nadir in London, one being at the India
Office, and the other at the India Museum, South Kensington ; although
it is known that they are both by XVIIIth century Persian artists, it it
impossible to say whether they are really contemporary. Mr. Henry
Vansittart, who was Governor of Fort William from 1760 to 1767, acqmreo
the portrait that is now in the India Office ; it was reputed, in his time,
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